
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION 

 

Aluminum tile edge trims are the pieces that finish the exposed edges of a tile installation. They 

help protect the edges of the tile, while providing a clean and modern look. There are many types 

of tile edge profiles available for different installation concerns. If they are installed properly, they 

will help finish your tile installation with satisfaction and give an elegant look on where applied. 

 

1. Choose PROTRIM products based on tile thickness. 

 

2. Check profile visible surface against any damage from transportation. The plastic 

protection film must not be damaged before application. 

 

3. Do not take out the plastic cover till the installation is complete. Alkaline substances in 

mortar or grout may harm the surface. 

 

4. Clean the floor thoroughly, making sure that the residues and blemishes are cleaned. It 

is essential that the surface to be level. 

 

5. Use a notched trowel to spread tile adhesive on the surface. Work with patience and 

with great care, as the thin-set bed should be even on the whole surface. If trim is being 

used for outside wall corners, install the tile on one side first than lay out the thin-set 

mortar over corner are of other wall side. 

 

6. If cutting to profile is required for adjusting the length, make sure that appropriate cutting 

machine/appliance is used with health & safety precautions. (like using protection 

glasses or work gloves) 

 

7. The long arm of the profile is pressed into the mortar. On our PROTRIM profiles long 

arm are marked with PROTRIM label. Additional mortar is combed on top of the metal 

strip, then the tile is laid over it so its edge comes up against the short arm, which covers 

it. 

 

8. Always apply the edging trim with appropriate gloves to avoid any harm while 

installation. The application must always be performed by competent installer to have 

the best results. 

 

9. Properly adjust the trim with the tile, profile should be little lower than the tile (approx. 1 

mm) 

 

10. Make sure there is no mortar left over the tile trim, if do so, clean immediately with 

sponge or dry cloth. Be gentle on trim surface when using installation tools. 

 

11. Now you can take off the plastic stripe over the surface side of PROTRIM profiles and 

enjoy the new look! 



 

Care for product: 

Protrim Aluminum Tile Edging Trims does not require any special maintenance. The surface 

must be cleaned with a non-abrasive and bleach free products. Damage to anodized or bright 

dip surface may occur unless care is applied according given care instructions. 


